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Proposed changes to Chapter 3: Safeguards: HRC 3.3

- Addition of a health services professional to the required HRC members. 3.3 #1
- Addition of a time frame of 24 hours for an emergency HRC. 3.3.1 #8
- Add privacy violations and restricting exit from the home with locks. 3.3.5 #4
- Addition of a time frame of 48-72 hours, depending on severity of EPR. 3.4.2 #1
HRC Super Committee Definition

- Oversight Committee that reviews proposed rights restrictions by referral from a person’s IDT. The responsibility of the Super Committee is to assist teams in making difficult decisions, resolving disputes, and reviewing proposed restrictions prohibited by the DD Waiver Standards.
HRC Super Committee

Reviews:

• Any proposed restrictions where there is disagreement within the IDT.

• Any proposed restrictions related to 3.3.5.L (proposed addition to ‘HRC Prohibitions to Approval’).

• Proposed process is to fill out a RORA, HRC referral form, and send to the regional office RORA contact.
HRC Super Committee

• This will be an all-volunteer, statewide committee.
• Super Committee will be comprised of at least 2 community members, 2 individuals with I/DD, 2 guardians of individuals with I/DD, and at least 1 health services professional.
• BBS will coordinate the Super Committee.
• Super Committee will meet as referrals are received.
• Super Committee notes will be kept on the HRC referral form, and a copy will be returned to the team once a decision is made.
• Super committee decisions are final.